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REWORDING/REDEFINING SCANSION TO BE USEFUL THEATRICALLY 
what follows is for private rehearsal:  the best rehearsal is always the communal one, on 
the feet with fellow actors:  whatever is useful from the private rehearsal will stick, what 

isn’t will quietly slide away 
 

SHEDDING OLDER ACADEMIC HEAD-BOUND ANALYTICAL TERMINOLOGY 
1/ say goodbye to the iambic pentameter, spondee, dactyl, anapest etc. 
2., replace iambic pentameter with the body-based rolling lilt:  same idea, viz. 
 a/  ten syllables, arranged in 
 b/  five pairs of feet, each foot being made up of 
 c/ one weak beat (da) followed by one strong (DUM), thus one verse line equals 
 d/  da-DUM, da-DUM, da-DUM, da-DUM, da-DUM 
3/  the lilt should be physicalised as much as possible so it becomes second nature bodily, 

rather than remaining stubbornly head-bound 
 
THE KEY TERMINOLOGY, HEARBEAT & HEARTBEAK 
1/  if the lilt of Shakespeare’s text continues to roll merrily along unbroken and your 

character is still speaking sense, then no matter how difficult or joyous the 
circumstances you/the character are speaking in heartbeat, maintaining full personal 
control no matter how awkward it might be 

2/  however, if to make sense Shakespeare breaks the lilt of the text 
when LOFTy TREES I SEE BARRen of Leaves 

then you/the character are experiencing a moment of heartbreak, unable to maintain full 
personal control no matter how much you might wish to, and the image causing the 
heartbreak (here ‘barren’) is the one that needs further deeper exploration to find 
what it is about that image is causing you a momentary emotional glitch 

 
THREE TYPES OF HEARTBREAK 
1/  a rhythmic break as shown above, with probably an emotional root creating the problem 
2/  lines longer than ten syllables (‘my brain hurts Brian’ to quote Monty Python) 

suggesting that momentarily the character has a little bit too much information to 
handle easily, and thus is feeling a bit overwhelmed – mainly a 
debate/discovery/thinking moment rather than a purely emotional one 

3/  lines shorter than ten syllables (‘the gob-smacked moment’) suggesting that 
momentarily the character has been so struck by the debate/discovery/thinking 
moment that s/he needs a fragmentary pause before continuing:  again this is mainly 
a thinking moment rather than a purely emotional one 



DIFFERENCE BETWEEN BEAT & STRESS 
1/  five strong beats (DUM) are a Shakespeare given/demand, stress is how you choose 

to use/select/slightly emphasise the key-words so underscored:  it’s always your 
decision based on the theatrical circumstances, never a matter of a poetic absolute 

2/  there are at least three heartbeat stress patterns where either 5, 4, or 3 stresses are used 
 a/  the full ‘formal’ five, when every beat-word is germane to the debate/discovery 
 b/  the more ‘casual four’, when matters/circumstances are more relaxed 
 c/  the ‘incredibly relaxed’ or ‘utterly furious’ three, the latter a la John Cleese 
 
CHOOSING TO EMPHASISE YOUR DEBATE/DISCOVERY  
1/  you can always choose to emphasise your point by deliberately breaking the heartbeat, 

TWO HOUSEholds BOTH aLIKE in DIGniTY 
as instead of 

two HOUSEholds BOTH aLIKE in DIGniTY 
2/  but you must  acknowledge that in no way is this an emotional break, rather it’s a 

matter of making your point with more force than usual so it becomes inescapable in 
the minds of your listeners on- and off- stage 

 
TWO FORMS OF CLOUD-CUCKOO-LAND HEARTBREAK 
1/  it is possible, and incredibly useful, to scan prose lines of fifteen syllables or less – it 

adds enormously to the sudden cut and thrust of what appears to be more casual chat 
2/  when there are two more phrases or sentences in a single heartbeat verse line 

a/  if the punctuation means the second thought starts on a weak beat (da) then both 
first and second thoughts are totally heartbeat and you are in control  

b/  however, if the punctuation means the second thought starts on a strong beat 
(DUM) then while the first thought is heartbeat and in control, the second is 
slightly out of whack/off-kilter - in fact heartbreak: this suggests the phrase is 
adding a sort ‘oh that’s interesting’ or ‘wow’ to your inner/private self, so 
creating a momentary extra frisson to your sense of debate or discovery 

 
DON’T LET TRADITION LIMIT YOUR SENSE OF FUN & PLEASURE WITH WORDS 
REMEMBER, AN AUDIENCE FALLS IN LOVE WITH A FINE SENSE OF ORATORY  

1/  check with the original texts to see whether modern editors have turned irregular line 
lengths into more poetically acceptable iambic pentameter (Romeo, Henry V, Lenox) 

2/ don’t automatically dismiss lines as not being longer than ten syllables simply because 
poets argue the extra syllable(s) can be discounted because the eleven syllable line in 
question ends on a weak beat - the so-called ‘feminine ending’ (Hamlet):  or two 
weak beats follow each other and therefore should only be counted as one - the so-
called ‘pyrrhic foot’ 

3/  above all, you are the arbiter deciding how the words feel physically in your mouth 
and body, dictated by your character’s needs and the needs of the scene whether  
a/ a word should be compressed just to create iambic pentameter, or be spoken in full, 

resultant line length be hanged 
b/ a word should be expanded just to create iambic pentameter, or be spoken as is, 

resultant line length be hanged 
c/ two words or more should be elided just to create iambic pentameter, or be spoken 

in full, resultant line length be hanged 
 


